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Book. The most bandwidth-efficient communication methods are imperative to cope with the
congested frequency bands. Pulse shaping methods have excellent effects on narrowing bandwidth
and increasing band utilization. The position of the baseband filters for the pulse shaping is crucial.
Post-modulation pulse shaping (a low pass filter is located after the modulator) can change signals
from constant envelope to non-constant envelope, and non-constant envelope signals through non-
linear device (a SSPA or TWT) can further spread the power spectra. Pre-modulation pulse shaping
(a filter is located before the modulator) will have constant envelope. These two pulse shaping
methods have different effects on narrowing the bandwidth and producing bit errors. This report
studied the effect of various pre-modulation pulse shaping filters with respect to bandwidth,
spectral spikes and bit error rate. A pre-modulation pulse shaped 8-ary Phase Shift Keying (8PSK)
modulation was used throughout the simulations. In addition to traditional pulse shaping filters,
such as Bessel, Butterworth and Square Root Raised Cosine (SRRC), other kinds of filters or pulse
waveforms were also studied in the pre-modulation pulse shaping method. Simulations were
conducted by using the Signal Processing Worksystem (SPW) software...
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A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been printed in an extremely
straightforward way and it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, change the way in my opinion.
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest book
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